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TRIBUTES
WE ACKNOWLEDGE AND PAY OUR 
RESPECTS TO NYOONGAR ELDERS, 
PAST, PRESENT AND EMERGING,
as the traditional custodians of this land – which was never ceded – 
on which we live and work. We salute their resilience, capacity and 
ongoing contributions to this region.

We are also indebted to LGBTI elders and acknowledge their lives 
and work – often involving personal risk -which laid the foundations 
for LGBTI rights on which we build today. We hope that our work is 
creating, for us all, a safer and more welcoming world in which to live.

Finally, we pay tribute to our members and supporters, whose energy 
and goodwill has driven our achievements over the past 15 years.  As 
a community-led NGO, GRAI is indebted to the pro-bono input of a 
great many people, especially past and present Board members.
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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR
As we reflect on 2019-2020, it seems quite surreal when we compare our present world to our lives just one 
year ago. However, I want to put aside much commentary on COVID-19: while it has changed our lives a great 
deal, Western Australia has been able to avoid some of the circumstances affecting the rest of the world. As 
we have lived and worked through a period of restrictions, GRAI’s resilience and adaptability has been a joy to 
watch.

GRAI, now 15 years old, is a vibrant place. The 8th of April 2020 was our 5th anniversary at Southcare (though 
we needed to postpone the celebration). This tenure has provided GRAI with a home that has enabled us to 
greatly increase our impact, and Southcare has generously extended their commitment for a further 3 years. 
This certainty is a boon, and GRAI remains in a relatively strong position, a credit to the work of previous and 
current members of GRAI as well as the kindness and support of Southcare. 

In 2019-2020 GRAI built on its reputation in many ways. We have provided consistently good quality sector 
education through diversity training, developed research on how LGBTI elders could flourish with peer-led 
supports, and provided a place of connection. In this Annual Report, you will read how GRAI has continued 
with Silver Rainbow Diversity Training; used the funding from the Aged Care System Navigation (ACSN) Trial 
to develop activities and linkages; represented LGBTI elders’ issues in forums; and organised a host of heart-
warming community activities. 

The GRAI Board for 2019-2020 has also shown grit and compassion. It hasn’t always been easy, yet we have 
found a way. I note that GRAI’s work is made possible by the voluntary contributions of the Board, our members 
and our extended network of friends, and my thanks go to them all. I’m pleased to mention, too, that in October 
2019 we voted to recognise June Lowe as GRAI’s first life member, for her long-term dedication to GRAI and 
LGBTI elders. 

GRAI’s inner strength was demonstrated as members swung 
into action during March, April and May, arranging support to 
ensure LGBTI elders were safely connected. The phone-around 
team identified people who were vulnerable and those who 
were in need of a laugh, e-newsletters were produced, and on-
line activities were arranged to reach out and provide friendship 
and kindness. The pandemic has provided some opportunities 
for a review of what matters most, and a reimagining of the 
ways GRAI can continue to walk alongside LGBTI elders into 
the future.

We are grateful to those who share our vision and thank all our 
supporters who make GRAI’s work possible.

GRAI Chair

MICHAEL BERRY

ABOUT GRAI
GRAI was founded in 2005, following a dinner party where the guests (who were members of the LGBTI 
community) expressed fears about growing older and potentially needing to access aged-care services 
which could be LGBTI-phobic.  Having fought for the right to live openly, the prospect of having to ‘go back 
into the closet’ was unacceptable and demanded action. GRAI was born.

GRAI aims to create a responsive and inclusive mature-age 
environment that promotes and supports a quality of life for 
older people of diverse sexualities and gender identities.

One of GRAI’s early activities was a major research 
project in conjunction with Curtin University to 
evaluate aged-care providers’ attitudes towards 
LGBTI people. The report, ‘We don’t have any of 
those people here’ (2010), confirmed the concerns 
of GRAI’s founders. However, it also provided an 
invaluable platform from which to lobby the federal 
government, which was, in 2011-12, engaged in 
substantial aged-care law reform.

GRAI joined the national push that established 
important new rights for LGBTI elders and, flowing 
from these reforms, we received federal funding to 
deliver services in WA as part of the national roll-out 
of LGBTI inclusivity training. Over the past five years, 
GRAI has been delivering this training to aged-care 
providers and others in WA, in a program, badged by 
GRAI as Right To Belong, that has continued to grow 
from strength to strength.

Meanwhile, ‘ageing is not all about aged care’, and 
GRAI’s work in the LGBTI community – organising 
information forums and social events – is not only 
enjoyable, but makes it all worthwhile. Maintaining 
healthy social networks is critical for a life that is 
rich and meaningful, and GRAI’s community-building 
focus will always be at the heart of our work.
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COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS
For many people, 2020 may be remembered 
as the strangest year of their lives,

when a whole set of previously unimaginable limitations suddenly became reality. 
We became adept improvisors, and some of us even relished the down-time 
and the opportunity to change focus: ‘what matters’ suddenly mattered. 

An Annual Report is set within the Financial Year, so the first half of our story 
begins with GRAI’s usual active schedule: in August 2019 the inaugural 
Barn Dance and ‘Before Stonewall’ film night; October featured Talking 
Generations café; Pride activities were in full swing in November; 
and the Mandurah Women’s Dance Party in March 2020. Our 
two regular activity groups, Lesbians Who Lunch and Meet n 
Muse, blithely bounced along… and then came COVID-19. All 
plans were cancelled and calendars emptied overnight. 

As the initial shock and confusion cleared, GRAI 
joined countless others in re-orienting our 
attention to what mattered most: for GRAI 
that meant the daily well-being of our 
LGBTI elders. 

However, when the COVID-19 crisis unfolded, our planned 
ACSN activities were cancelled and we redirected our activities 
to prioritise immediate community support. Our ‘Community 
Connect’ phone team was initiated, e-newsletters produced, and 
Meet n Muse moved to Zoom meetings. We also embarked on a 
creative photography project, commissioned a research paper, 
and organised a national on-line film screening (see ACSN Trial 
Post COVID-19 report, p. 19).

In 2019, GRAI joined a Commonwealth initiative which 
funded community-based projects aiming to help 
people learn about and access aged care services. 
GRAI’s approach to this Trial was to integrate Aged 
Care Systems Navigation (ACSN) materials within our 
program of social activities, for example combining 
an information session with a film night or Talking 
Generations event.  

AGED CARE SYSTEMS 
NAVIGATORS (ACSN) TRIAL
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GRAI SOCIAL EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS 
FINANCIAL YEAR 2019-2020

10 August 2019 
Barn Dance

This extraordinary sell-out event was the brainchild of GRAI Board 
member, Adrian Tilby. Delivering on all its aims, this was a wildly 
successful multigenerational event, with over 500 people 
dancing the night away in the packed barn at Perth City 
Farm. Mucky Duck Bush Band fuelled the joy and the 
Bucking Bull added to the fun. Barn Dance also 
generated funds which were distributed to a 
number of Perth-based LGBTI community 
groups. Thanks to everyone involved for 
creating such a fabulous event. Total 
shoo-in for a repeat in 2020!

29 Aug. 2019 
Film night,  

‘Before Stonewall’, 
and ACSN info  

session 

Attracting a good crowd of 80 people to the 
Alexander Library Theatrette. The opening ACSN 

information session was delivered by Wendy Bennett 
from Advocare (Wendy is also GRAI Board member), 

and Kim McNally from Dementia Australia.  The interval 
before the film s creening gave a  chance for people to seek 

more information from the navigators’ tables, as well as time for 
important social catch ups, while enjoying Ros’s impressive catering. 

The film, B efore S tonewall w as a n e xcellent c hoice, w ith fascinating 
footage from 1920s to 70’s and an insightful piecing together of how US 

macro history shaped the emergence of (US) LGBT cultural identities. The 
film, re-released to celebrate 50 years after Stonewall, was well worth viewing 

and very moving, the experience made more poignant by being in a theatre full of 
others from our community. Thanks, RAAFA Seniors Living who supported this event.
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GRAI SOCIAL EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS 
FINANCIAL YEAR 2019-2020

5 October 2019 
Proud Awards

Hosted at Connections, and organised by Dean Misdale, of Proud 
Entertainment, was Perth’s drag scene at its glittering best. The 
focus of this exceptional evening is to present the Proud Awards 
celebrating the achievements and contributions of our 
community. GRAI’s soon-retiring Chair, June Lowe, was 
honoured with the ‘Hall of Fame Award’. In a double-
whammy, GRAI was the very proud recipient of the 
‘Outstanding Community Contribution Award’. 
We thank the Proud Award organisers for 
the excellent opportunity to promote the 
work of GRAI and to raise awareness 
of older LGBTI people.

6 Oct. 2019 
Talking Generations 

– Understanding the
Gender Revolution 

The fourth in our ‘T-Gens’ series, this café-style 
afternoon hosted 50 people conversing around 

their intergenerational tables. The scene was set 
at North Perth Town Hall with floral decorations and 

afternoon tea served in vintage crockery. Lively conversation 
flowed, as guests explored their understandings of gender 

identity, comparing their perspectives across the generations. 
Living legend Ivan King, MC’d the afternoon and Misty Farquhar 

and Emery Wishart gave a presentation, Bye Bye Binaries. Our thanks 
to volunteers from Youth Pride Network and Transfolk of WA, as well as 

Marcus Remta for helping to organise this event.
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GRAI SOCIAL EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS 
FINANCIAL YEAR 2019-2020

2 November 2019 
Pride Fairday

Like our own special Christmas, Fairday has a special place in our 
hearts. In 2019 it was held at Hyde Park, and the GRAI stall stood 
out for its complexity, size and colour. Featuring a popular 
seating area, we served tea and soft drinks and enjoyed 
all the interactions as people chatted, filled surveys and 
took information. Fairday is always a wonderful 
opportunity for GRAI to showcase our work to the 
LGBTI community as well as gain insights and 
ideas from the day’s conversations.

6 Nov. 2019 
Six Dance Lessons 

in Six Weeks

The Melville Theatre Company kindly 
offered GRAI a theatre night as a fundraiser. 

This delightful play at Melville Theatre, starring 
Manuao TeAotonga, gently explored themes of 

ageism and homophobia, and for us, also reinforced 
the effective and important role of the arts in promoting 

culture change.  
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GRAI SOCIAL EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS 
FINANCIAL YEAR 2019-2020

17 November 2019 
Mr Velvet Ears

A film screening at Alexander Library Theatrette with Catherine Barrett 
of Celebrate Ageing. This beautiful film follows the lives of lesbian 
couple Anne and Edie through the eyes of their dementia-assist 
dog, Mr Velvet Ears. As Edie’s dementia journey progresses, 
Mr Velvet Ears is often the confidante and steady witness 
to the couple’s sometimes troubled decision-making, 
evoking empathy and understanding.

30 Nov. 2019 
Pride Parade

It’s always It’s always a wild 
ride to organise a Pride float, 

and this year was no exception. We 
designed, painted and constructed 

impressively ingenious signage, 
prepared costumes, printed t-shirts and 

hired and decorated an 8-seater golf cart. 
Naturally this required a cast of thousands to put 

it all together, and thanks are due to coordinator, 
June Lowe, along with Giz Watson, Michael Berry, 

Sandy Komen, Shaun Mays, Carlo, Patsy Molloy, Jen 
Sutton, Marion Hood, sami bluebird, Wendy Bennett, Leonie 

Stickland and Paul McConaghy. Riding in the buggy were Colin 
Beazley, David Kelly, Anne Keehan and Nessie Donnelly. We were 

also joined by 10 enthusiastic volunteers from Norton Rose Fulbright. 
Zoe Warwick gave us music and choreo advice, so we looked suitably 

speccy, had enormous fun, and of course, emphatically raised the profile of 
LGBTI elders!
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GRAI SOCIAL EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS 
FINANCIAL YEAR 2019-2020

6 December 2019 
City of Vincent Pride Breakfast 

GRAI had a stall and presence at this community event, although 
everyone was a bit exhausted post-Pride.

3 Mar. 2020 
Making GRAI

promotion video

9 February 2020 
Pride Timers 

A presentation about GRAI’s activities to our 
brother-organisation. We love their work 
and always promote Prime Timers 
whenever we can.

As part of the ACSN project, film-
makers MellyTelly made us two short 

video clips promoting both GRAI and 
ACSN. Filmed in Hyde Park, Dean Misdale, 

performing as Feminem, provided the glamour 
and pizzazz, with a team of LGBTI elders, picnicking 

in the background. It was quite hilarious, with 
several hours of gesticulating and laughing on demand. 

Organised by Marcus Remta, and thanks also to our team of 
‘extras’, Jaime Page, Sue Hadlow, Finch Whitehead, Cliff Moores, 

Geoff Davis, Tjala Leysley, Janice Frater and Anne Keehan for their 
patience. Look out for the launch of these videos very soon!



March – June 2020 
Community Connect

We established a team of volunteers who phoned around 50 
LGBTI elders, checking their wellbeing, exchanging ideas and 

offering support. The Community Connect team met weekly via 
Zoom to discuss issues raised, each week witnessing a shifting emphasis, 

reflecting the different stages of the lockdown. These stories informed our 
fortnightly e-newsletters where we shared coping strategies, resources and 

snippets highlighting our elders’ resilience. Thanks especially to Janice Frater, Pam 
Mulholland, June Lowe, and Cliff Moores for this important outreach work, and Jaime 

Page and June Lowe for the e-newsletters.
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7 March 2020 
Women’s Dance Party

Held at Sunseeker, Mandurah, and timed to chime with International 
Women’s Day, this dance was hugely successful, with a capacity crowd 
of 100 women. The atmosphere was fabulous, with DJ Saji playing music 
of the 60s 70s and 80s that had everyone singing and dancing. A 
Photobooth, Door prize, Retro-dressed competition and a Raffle added to 
the mood, and the final accolades were testimony to both a wonderful 
event and also the dire need for such activities in Mandurah. The Dance 
Party scored highly on diversity, with guests, L, B, T women 
and some allies, aged from their 30s to 70s, coming 
from Perth metro, Mandurah and the South West. 

The Women’s Dance Party was organised by Pam 
Mulholland and women in the Meet n Muse 
group and was supported by a community 
grant from City of Mandurah. A sincere 
thank you to all these women for 
their tenacity and hard work. 
Note, due to popular demand, 
Mandurah Dance Party #2 
is planned for March 
2021!

ACSN Trial
Post  COVID-19

As COVID-19 restrictions 
upended our lives, we rapidly 

re-oriented our ACSN workplan 
to provide activities that were safe, 

workable and of maximum interest and 
benefit to our elders.

GRAI SOCIAL EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS 
FINANCIAL YEAR 2019-2020
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May – June 2020 
‘Coming out of Covid’, photo exhibition

Inspired to capture the resilience of our elders, we embarked on a photographic 
project, ‘Coming out of Covid’. The 12 portraits and interviews will form an 
enduring resource, and an ideal tool to challenge LGBTI elders’ invisibility. We 
are grateful for this beautiful work by professional photographer Rob Frith 
of Acorn Photography, and look forward to launching what we believe 
will be an impactful exhibition.

21 June 2020 
Reel in the 

Closet

May – June 2020 
Research paper

Commissioned to support GRAI’s interest in peer-
led models of community support. The paper, 
Peer-led program for social connection 
and healthy ageing in the LGBTI+ Perth 
community’ by Dr Jude Comfort, 
will be invaluable as we further 
investigate the potential of a 
style of aged care founded 
on community auton-
omy.   (See GRAI’s 
webpage).

An ambitious on-line film 
screening, that involved liaising 

with Los Angeles-based director Stu 
Maddux and his team, and  an Australia-

wide promotion campaign in conjunction 
with Celebrate Ageing in Melbourne. Reel in the 

Closet is a project to save historic home-movie 
footage and offers tantalising glimpses of LGBT 

people’s lives in times gone by. The screening attracted 
90 people on-line, and was followed by a panel discussion 

with Catherine Barrett, June Lowe, Dan Parker and the film-
making team, also fielding questions from the on-line audience.  

The screening was quite a technological challenge, and warm thanks to 
Jaime Page, Adrian Tilby and Emilia Hawcroft (MJ) for making it run smoothly. 

Thanks also to our panel mentioned above and finally, thanks to the LA crew who 
were up at midnight, Stu Maddux, Joe Applebaum and Mason Allard.

GRAI SOCIAL EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS 
FINANCIAL YEAR 2019-2020
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GRAI SOCIAL EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS 
FINANCIAL YEAR 2019-2020

25 July 2020 
Xmas in July

WA lockdown over and people were feeling safe to emerge: what 
better way to celebrate than Xmas in July? GRAI bedecked the hall 
of Connect Vic Park with Xmas cheer, and 75 souls enjoyed our 
new social freedom, coming out for a fun evening of games 
and entertainment with Dean Misdale, performing as 
Feminem, and Cougar Morrison. Thanks to Town of 
Vic Park for a Community Arts grant, Connect Vic 
Park for their support, and to Adrian Tilby for 
his inspiration and hard work.

Ongoing  
programs 

Finally, GRAI continues to 
organize two long-running social 

programs: Lesbians Who Lunch and the 
discussion groups, Meet n Muse (MnM).  

Lesbians who Lunch took a 
COVID-19 break, finally restarting in July, 

while MnM experimented with Skype during 
the COVID lockdown. MnM found the on-line format 

particularly suited people with mobility challenges and 
have maintained this format as an addition to their face-to-

face meetings. 
Lesbians Who Lunch, a lunch club for older lesbians, meets on the 

third Thursday of each month at venues around the metropolitan 
area, in cafes, hotels and occasional picnics. For info contact June june@

grai.org.au or 0435 517 753.

Meet n Muse is a discussion group for older lesbians debating a wide 
range of topics from the philosophical to the frivolous. For info contact Pam,  

Pam_mulholland@aapt.net.au or 0420 929 583.  MnM’s schedule is:
• Mandurah, 7pm on 1st & 3rd Weds @ Mandurah Senior Citizens Centre

• Perth, 1.30pm on 2nd & 4th Weds @ Citiplace Perth Railway concourse
• Zoom, 7pm on 2nd & 4th Thursdays.
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Two workshops were delivered to Alzheimers WA (Cert IV 
students) in August and November 2019 as part of our on-going 
commitment to supporting AWA’s dementia training program.  

In August 2019 we delivered the final in a series of workshops 
to senior managers at WAPHA (WA Primary Health Alliance). 
WAPHA are working towards Rainbow Tick accreditation, 
which is very exciting as WAPHA have a major influence on 
health funding in Western Australia.

Annual Report 2019/20

LGBTI INCLUSIVITY TRAINING
GRAI has been delivering high quality LGBTI-inclusivity training for many years, which is offered under the banner 
of our ‘Right To Belong’ program.  This includes Commonwealth-funded training, Fee-for-service workshops, and 
our 5-part training.
GRAI receives Commonwealth funding, via the National LGBTI Health Alliance, as part of a national rollout of 
training to the aged care sector, now in its 5th year. Between July 2019 and March 2020 (i.e. before COVID-19 
hit) we delivered six training sessions in Perth (4 full-day and 2 half-day) plus two workshops in Harvey. Although 
training was curtailed this year, it will resume in 2021.  We thank our trainers, Genevieve Major, Jude Comfort, Misty 
Farquhar and June Lowe for their professionalism and dedication to this work.

Fee-for Service 

In 2019, Richmond Wellbeing auspiced a 5-part training 
program for organisations in the Mental Health sector, 
delivered by GRAI. The final two workshops in this series fell 
in July and September 2019. This intensive program takes 
participants through the Rainbow Tick standards and it is 
very rewarding to see the actions being implemented ‘on the 
ground’. Organisations successfully completing this course 
were: Carers WA, Ruah, Rise Network and Hope Community 
Services (including a participant who travelled from Kalgoorlie 
to participate). Thanks to Graham Lovelock and Michelle 
Hunter for their collaboration through their roles supporting 
this project at Richmond Wellbeing. 

Right To Belong, 5-part training

In addition to formal training sessions, we welcome other opportunities to raise the visibility of LGBTI 
elders’ issues. This year these activities included:

Awareness raising

• GRAI stall at LASA Expo (3-4 Aug 2019)
• Sector workshop at Brightwater organized by GRAI’s
Community of Practice (9 Sept 2019)

• Presentation to Notre Dame Health Science students
(17 Sept 2019)
• Presentations to Local Government Professionals
Network Aged-Friendly Communities (21 Nov 2019)

POLICY AND LAW REFORM
Law reform is not for the faint-hearted. There are very few opportunities, the barriers are many and the pace of 
progress is often glacial. However, the political arena is a critical site of cultural change, and important gains 
can be made, or harmful directions blocked.

On 30 Jan 2020, GRAI made a submission to the Federal Attorney General on the then-impending Religious 
Discrimination Bill. This Bill seeks to grant ‘religious views’ a privileged position which would over-ride 

our anti-discrimination laws and legitimize behaviours and activities which are currently restricted. If 
passed into law, LGBTI rights would be put at risk: our workplaces and services would become less 

safe as harmful practices would be protected. The passage of this unfortunate Bill was thankfully 
delayed due to COVID-19. However, we need to be on guard for if or when it resurfaces. (GRAI’s 

submission is on our webpage).

Religious Discrimination Bill

Informing the WA Health Strategy was a protracted process during 2018-
19, involving representatives from many LGBTI community groups, 

including GRAI, working with the WA Department of Health to produce 
a policy document to guide the development of LGBTI-inclusive 

health services. The Strategy does not yet include any solid 
implementation commitments, so more work needs to 

be done to ensure tangible outcomes for an LGBTIQ+-
affirming healthcare system. On 24 Feb 2020, GRAI’s 

Jaime Page hosted a meeting at Southcare with 
LGBTIQ+ community groups and Nicky Bath 

(CEO, LGBTI Health Alliance) to discuss ways 
to get traction from the WA LGBTI Health 

Strategy. This is just one more step in 
what will be a long journey.

WA Dept Health, LGBTI Health Strategy
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On 5 March 2020 we organized a memorial 
lunch for Dianne Barrett. Dianne died in tragic 
circumstances and this lunch provided an 
opportunity for her friends to celebrate her life. 

VALE

Forty-five of Dianne’s friends gathered at The Court Hotel 
and Dianne was remembered for her warm and generous 
spirit as well as her great musical talent. It was gratifying 
to see the community networks in action, drawing together 
women from all around Perth. Thanks to Lezly Herbert for 
MC-ing, and the Spirit of the Streets Choir who performed in
memory of their lost friend and choir member.

This year Southcare upgraded their IT systems and kindly included GRAI, organising an upgrade 
to the two computers in the GRAI office, which are now running on Windows 10.  

Without an administrative coordinator, much troubleshooting has fallen to our Secretary Jaime Page, due to 
her excellent IT problem-solving and social media skills. Jaime’s graphic design skills have also been invaluable 
for producing our promotional material. 

This year we have started using the regular services of a Bookkeeper, Lisa Rynne, to assist the Treasurer, and 
are putting in place more streamlined finance protocols. It is also fair to say that GRAI’s admin systems need 
attention. While these are common challenges for many small community organisations, we are resolved to 
improve our position in 2021.

ADMINISTRATION UPDATES



Shaun Mays
Community Rep

Leonie Stickland 
Community Rep
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GRAI BOARD

The GRAI Board for 2019-2020 has comprised of Michael Berry, Chair; Adrian Tilby, Deputy Chair (and events’ 
organiser extraordinaire); Jaime Page, Secretary; Sandy Komen, Treasurer; Board members Dr Dan Parker and 
Wendy Bennett. Paul McConaghy and Edward Paulson also joined the Board in 2019 but had to leave for personal 
reasons. GRAI’s three Community Reps positions were filled by June Lowe, Shaun Mays and Leonie Stickland. 
We have also been recently joined by David Gibson, filling a casual vacancy on the Board from August 2020.  

The GRAI Board is an ‘active board’: without paid staff, Board members are frequently involved in the day-
to-day affairs of the organisation. As such, this can place demands on their busy lives, but as they say, if you 
want something done, ask a busy person! We are deeply appreciative of the time and energy given by Board 
members and others, a sure manifestation of their commitment to improve the happiness and welfare of 
LGBTI elders.

Michael Berry
Chair

Adrian Tilby 
Deputy Chair

Jaime Page
Secretary

Sandy Komen
Treasurer

Dr. Dan Parker 
Board Member

Wendy Bennett
Board Member

June Lowe
Community Rep

This year we sadly farewell a number of GRAI Board members. We understand that many other pressures 
compete for attention and are grateful for the all the work which they have contributed to GRAI. But in 
addition to the work, we also thank them for their friendship, support and for being the lovely human 
beings they are.

FAREWELLS

Wendy Bennett is resigning from the Board after eight years with GRAI, six 
of them as Secretary. In this role she was always totally dependable and her 
steady hand and corporate knowledge will be greatly missed.

Jaime Page also cannot continue with us next year, and we wish her well in 
the many other areas of her life, music and activism. Her contributions, as 
mentioned above, will be hard to replace.

Sandy Komen is also leaving us, and we thank her for the wise counsel she 
provided this year, along with handling the difficult role of Treasurer.
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GRAI gratefully acknowledges our  
supporters, sponsors and partnerships.

SUPPORTERS
In accordance with the Associations Incorporation Act 2015(WA) the Board of GRAI presents our financial 
statements for the Financial Year 2019 to 2020 at the Annual General Meeting on 10 October 2020.
 
In the GRAI Board’s opinion, there are reasonable grounds to believe that the association will be able to 
pay its debts as and when they become due and payable.

FINANCIAL REPORT

Michael Berry
GRAI Chair

Adrian Tilby
Acting GRAI Treasurer
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Income Statement Summary 30/06/2017 30/06/2018 30/06/2019 30/06/2020

Total Income $51,072 $98,902 $180,204 $145,287

Total Expenses $48,492 $91,872 $162,258 $96,800

Net Surplus $2,580 $7,031 $17,947 $48,488

PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT
GLBTI RIGHTS IN AGEING INC (GRAI)
AS AT 30 JUNE 2020

Account 30/06/2017 30/06/2018 30/06/2019 30/06/2020

Total Income $37,493 $47,706 $89730.34  $140216.74

BALANCE SHEET
GLBTI RIGHTS IN AGEING INC (GRAI)
AS AT 30 JUNE 2020

Assets

Bank

Cash at Bank - Restricted $37,493 $47,706 $89,730.34 $140,216.74

Term Deposit

Term Deposit #001 
Term Deposit #002 $143.28 $204.97

Total Bank $37,493 $47,706 $89,876.62 $140,421.71

Current Assets

Accounts Receivable $13,447 $7,890

Total Current Assets $13,447 $7,890

Total Assets $37,493 $54,696 $103,320.62 $148,311.71

Liabilities

Current Liabilities

Accounts Payable $15,287 $18,469 $1,887.26 $1,600.50

Goods and Service Tax -$8.17

Rounding

Term Deposit
Term Deposit #001

Total Current Liabilities $1,879.09 $1,600.50

Total Liabilities $15,287 $15,287 $1,879.09 $1,600.50

Net Assets $22,206 $36,227 $101,441.53 $146,711.21

Equity

Current Year Earnings $2,580 $7,031 $78,700.96 $48,488.86

Owner Funds Introduced $5697.78 $5697.78

Retained Earnings $19,627 $29,197 $25.47 $78,726.43

Total Equity $22,206 $36,227 $84,424.21 $132,913.07
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GRAI is a not-for-profit, community 
group based in Perth, WA, working 
to support the rights and wellbeing 
of LGBTI elders. 

Established in 2005, GRAI provides 
advocacy for law reform; inclusivity 
training in the aged care sector; 
research to increase awareness of 
LGBTI issues; and social outreach to 
build community.

We welcome new members.

GLBTI Rights in Ageing Inc (GRAI) 
54 Bickley Crescent  
Manning, WA  6152 
 
PO Box 506  
North Fremantle, WA  6956

+61 08 9436 3422 

info@grai.org.au 
www.grai.org.au

ABN 23 587 341 162




